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Jeremy Blake’s 1906 is the second video from a trilogy inspired by the Winchester House in Southern California.  Sarah Winchester built the house in the late 1800s with her inheritance from the Winchester 

Rifle fortune. Believing that the ghosts of those killed by her family’s guns were haunting the house, Winchester added rooms for the good spirits – rooms with stairways going nowhere and third floor 

doorways that opened to the outdoors.  All three of Blake’s Winchester videos are meant to visually untangle the psychological stress and beliefs that caused Sarah to build the house.  In 1906, Blake 

focuses on areas of the house damaged by an earthquake of that year.  He uses the house and its history of spectral activities to inform the video’s abstract 

cinema.   

 

Influenced by post-war, abstract painters such as Barnett Newman and Gerhard Richter, Blake sees his videos as time-based paintings.  1906’s imagery drifts 

from documentary shots of the damaged building to Blake’s digitally composed “paintings” that pulse like brightly hued beads in a kaleidoscope.  Blake pairs 

images that document the house with  the clicking rhythm of a movie projector.  For abstract images, however, an ethereal music score compliments the 

animation’s choreography. 

 

Blake believes the computer is the perfect tool for combining painting and filmmaking.  And, although the videos are created on a computer, the artist also 

includes his own traditional paintings and drawings as source material.  Blake believes each medium carries its own symbolism and elaborates saying,  “The metaphorical weight [the computer] carries 

when used in art-making is different than that of a brush or chisel.  For me, it implies a kind of Frankenstein scenario, where traditional imagery receives an invigorating blast of electricity, but one which is 

also uncanny.” 

 

While high profile museum exhibitions of Blake’s digital animations have garnered him attention from the art world, his collaborations with director Paul Thomas Anderson on the movie Punch Drunk Love 

and pop musician Beck on Sea Changes have brought his work to an even broader audience.  Blake, who received his M.F.A. from Cal-Arts, has exhibited at the Whitney Museum of American Art, and P.S. 

1 in New York City as well as the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in California.    

  



  


